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M A R K  

To make a mark, the ball must have reached (or crossed) the plane of the 22m line. 

 

To what extent do you agree with the statement: "The mark trial has improved the game"? 

Overall, 56% of respondents believe the new mark law has improved the game – with a 

further 40% that feel this law change has had no impact (this is as high as 50% of players 

stating they have no opinion on this law trial) 

n = 1473, coach = 391, match official = 836, player = 156, other = 90 
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T O U C H  

To call a ball as 'in touch', the ball must have reached (or crossed) the plane of touch. 

 

To what extent do you agree with the statement: "The touch law trial has improved the game"? 

Overall, 68% of respondents believe the new touch law has improved the game – with a 

further 23% that feel this law change has had no impact. Match officials are especially in 

favour of this law, with only 6% in disagreement that the law improves the game 

n = 1468, coach = 391, match official = 835, player = 152, other = 90 
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D E F E N D I N G  P L AY E R  I N - G O A L  

If a player picks up a ball that has not reached the goal line, dead ball line, or touch-in-goal line, that 

player is deemed to have played the ball in the field of play, or made the ball dead. 

 

To what extent do you agree with statement: "The defending in-goal law trial has improved the game"? 

Overall, 63% of respondents believe the new defending in-goal law has improved the game 

– with a further 32% that feel this law change has had no impact. 1 in 10 players believe that 

this law has negatively impacted the game 

n = 1464, coach = 390, match official = 834, player = 150, other = 90 



P O S S E S S I O N  

A player is now considered to be in possession of the ball when they are carrying the ball OR attempting 

to bring the ball under control. 

 

To what extent do you agree with the statement: "The possession by a player law trial has improved the 

game"? 
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Overall, 64% of respondents believe the new possession law has improved the game, with 

only 5% disagreeing. There is low level of disagreement across all roles 

n = 1503, coach = 405, match official = 845, player = 159, other = 94 
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A D VA N TA G E  

Where multiple infringements are conceded, the non-offending team can choose whichever penalty mark 

they believe gives them the best advantage. 

 

To what extent do you agree with the statement: "The advantage law trial has improved the game"? 

Overall, 90% of respondents believe the new advantage law has improved the game, with 

only 4% disagreeing. There is low level of disagreement across all roles 

n = 1482, coach = 396, match official = 839, player = 156, other = 91 
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P E N A LT Y  K I C K  I N  A D D E D  T I M E  

When a penalty is kicked to touch beyond the 80 minute mark of a game, the team is now allowed to 

take the line-out. 

 

To what extent do you agree with the statement: "The penalty kick in added time law trial has improved 

the game"? 

Overall, 90% of respondents believe the new penalty kick law has improved the game, with 

only 4% disagreeing. There is low level of disagreement across all roles 

n = 1490, coach = 399, match official = 840, player = 157, other = 94 
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P E N A LT Y  T R Y  C O N V E R S I O N  

When a penalty try is given, a team is automatically awarded seven points and no conversion attempt is 

made. 

 

To what extent do you agree with the statement: "The penalty try law trial has improved the game"? 

Overall, 85% of respondents believe the new penalty try law has improved the game, with 

most roles showing low levels of disagreement. There is a slightly higher rejection rate 

amongst players, with 1 in 5 stating they do not think the change has improved the game 

n = 1482, coach = 396, match official = 839, player = 156, other = 91 



P E N A LT Y  T R Y  –  P L AY E R  V I E W  

When a penalty try is given, a team is automatically awarded seven points and no conversion attempt is 

made. 

 

A minority of players are not in favour, and negative feedback centres around the speed of the restart 

(although it should be noted 80% do agree this law has improved the game) 
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TA C K L E  A N D  R U C K  

Once a tackle is made, the tackler can only play from their side of the tackle. Once a tackle is made, a 

ruck can be formed by one player on their feet over the ball. 

 

To what extent do you agree with the statement: "The tack and ruck law trial has improved the game"? 

Overall, 76% of respondents believe the new tackle/ruck laws have improved the game – 

match officials are especially in favour. There is a moderate level of disagreement across 

roles – a third of players/quarter of coaches do not agree law has improved game 

n = 1475, coach = 392, match official = 837, player = 156, other = 90 



TA C K L E / R U C K  –  

P L AY E R / C O A C H  V I E W  

Once a tackle is made, the tackler can only play from their side of the tackle. Once a tackle is made, a 

ruck can be formed by one player on their feet over the ball. 

 

The negative feedback to this question from coaches and players is along a few key themes… 

Ruck formed by one player on their feet over the ball makes the law clearer 

Requirement for tackler to play from their side of the tackle removes the element of 

contest from breakdown as much harder to secure a turnover 

While the law has the potential to improve the game, the application of the law is 

inconsistently officiated which causes frustration 

Players playing the ball while off their feet in the ruck is an issue more in need of a 

solution than tackler’s entry point to ruck 
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S C R U M  

The scrum half may line up his shoulder with the centre point of the scrum, but from that position must 

now feed the ball in straight. 

 

To what extent do you agree with the statement: "The scrum law trial has improved the game"? 

Opinion is more split on the scrum law trial – overall, 56% agree this has improved the game 

though only 1 in 4 strongly agree. A quarter of respondents disagree with this law, which is 

as high as 47% amongst club administrators/fans. 

n = 1467, coach = 391, match official = 835, player = 151, other = 90 



S C R U M  

The scrum half may line up his shoulder with the centre point of the scrum, but from that position must 

now feed the ball in straight. 

 

Negative feedback towards this trial primarily relates to the credibility of application of the law 
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L AW  T R I A L S  S U M M A R Y  

Law trial % ‘approvers’ % ‘rejectors’ 

Penalty kick in added time 90% 5% 

Advantage 90% 5% 

Penalty try conversion 85% 7% 

Tackle and ruck 76% 16% 

Touch 68% 9% 

Possession 64% 5% 

Defending player in-goal 63% 5% 

Mark 57% 3% 

Scrum 56% 27% 

Approvers defined as those who chose somewhat or strongly agree, rejectors defined as those who chose somewhat or strongly disagree 
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